Introduction: Mathematical Philosophy of Nature, the Amory of Natural Science
Right at the beginning of his Mathematical Philosophy of Nature, Fries declares: Namely, this Science [The Mathematical Philosophy of Nature] is the armory of all those hypotheses from which we derive the explanation of later experience. By far the most therein is of mathematical development, but the fundamental concepts are philosophical, and if it would work out to convince natural scientists of this, the discipline of hypotheses would profit greatly from this (Fries, 1979: p. 10) 1 .
How does this "arming" of natural science by the Mathematical Philosophy of Nature take place? Natural science is in need of experience, mathematics, and philosophy. Sheer collecting of empirical data does not lead to an explanation. It just allows a "mere induction", as Fries calls it, in contrast to a "rational induction". Fries gives an example from electrostatics:
Further, if we claim: Same-named electricities repel each other, non same-named electricities attract each other, that is a matter of mere induction. But if we assume luminous fluids as cause of this repulsion and attraction, we now try an explanation which is rooted in pure theory. The same difference will apply to an investigation of the appearances of magnetism, heat, light and several others. […] [T]he development of the doctrine of nature will just then always approach its completeness if we luckily can apply such a ground of explanation from pure theory and thereby find the beginning of a constitutive theory (Fries, 1979: pp. 612-613) .
A rational induction, like the explanation of Coulomb's law above, is in need of leading maxims. The development of such maxims is one of the main tasks of the Mathematical Philosophy of Nature 2 . This paper aims to provide a more thorough understanding of Fries's idea of the necessity of an interplay between natural philosophy and natural science by investigating how Fries accomplished such an application of natural philosophy onto the research areas of his time. To do so, I will consider his approach of integrating chemistry 3 , electrostatics and magnetism into Kant's constitutive theory.
Fries's approach relies on an extension and revision of Kant's natural philosophy. It will therefore be necessary to give an overlook of Kant's Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science and its focus on Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica 4 , because these are Fries's starting points 5 . This will be exemplified by an analysis of Kant's dynamics.
Then I'll focus on the relation between the Mathematical Philosophy of Nature and the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science as well as on Fries's further elaboration in the chapter on dynamics. Concluding, I will concentrate on the above mentioned examples as a concrete application.
Fries's Starting Point: Kant's Metaphysical Foundations
Fries saw himself as a Kantian
6
. For an understanding of his natural philosophy it is necessary to first look into the philosophy of Kant. This will enable us to highlight the changes in Fries's extension of Kant's philosophy.
Building a Metaphysical Basis for Newtonian Mechanics
The strong impact of Newton's Mechanics can be found throughout several parts of Kant's work. Newton and his Principia were paradigmatic for Kant's view on science in general 7 . The references to Newton that can be found in the writings of Kant are legion. One of the most important texts which shows the great influence of Newton on Kant is the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science. This book is intended as a concrete application of the critical philosophy of the Critique of Pure Reason onto the basis of natural science 8 . Kant does not criticize the mathematical achievements of Newton's physics but rather the epistemological status he ascribes to his findings 9 . Newton, in support of the Royal Society and against Descartes, pretends 10 to have a very empirical methodology 11 , whereas Kant underlines that an empirical foundation is not sufficient. He believes that Newton overlooks that central results of the Principia can be derived a priori from critical philosophy.
Hence all natural philosophers who have wished to proceed mathematically in their occupation have always, and must always have, made use of metaphysical principles (albeit unconsciously), even if they themselves solemnly guarded against all claims of metaphysics upon their science. Undoubtedly they have understood by the latter the folly of contriving possibilities at will and playing with concept, which can perhaps not be presented in intuition at all, and have no other certification of their objective reality than that they merely do not contradict themselves. All true metaphysics is drawn from the essence of the faculty of thinking itself, and is in no way fictitiously invented on account of not being borrowed from experience. Rather it contains the pure actions of though, and thus a priori concepts and principles, which first bring the manifold of empirical representations into law governed connection through which it can become empirical cognition, that is, experience. Thus these mathematical physicists could in no way avoid metaphysical principles, and, among them also not those that make the concept of their proper object, namely matter, a priori suitable for application to outer experience, such as the concept of motion, the filling of space, inertia, and so on (Kant, 2004: pp. 8-9) 12 .
This passage is fundamental for a thorough understanding of the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science. A doctrine, if it is to gain scientific status, needs an a priori basis. This can be illustrated by Kant's different treatment of physics and chemistry in the preface to the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science. As Kant makes clear in his chapter on archi-tectonic, the structure of science is fixed by an idea of reason that gives it an a priori structure to which the empirical has to be subordinated 13 . This structure makes the difference between mere doctrine and science. Proper natural science in contrast to "improperly so called natural science" (Kant, 2004: p. 4) 14 is based on a priori derivable laws 15 . The principles of chemistry have only the status of empirical laws. The major laws of phys-3 It will later become clear that Fries tried hard to integrate chemistry into a dynamic matter-theory. In his publications there are many more elaborations on chemistry than on electrostatics or magnetism. Concerning chemistry, this paper will focus only on Fries's revision of Kant's theory of chemical dissolution. He writes: "The specific topic of chemistry, as a part of experimental physics, is the chemical process, i.e. the mutual diffusion of different bodies, which takes place as soon as they come in contact with each other and after which these bodies engage the same space together" (Fries, 1974: p. 322) . 4 In the following, Newton's Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica is simply referred to as the Principia. 5 cf. e.g. Friedman, 1992: p. 136. 6 "For all this, I remain a Kantian […] ." (Fries, 2011: p. 808 ). 7 cf. Friedman, 1992: p. 136. 8 cf. Kant, 2004: p. 13. MFN, 478 and Kant, 1929: p. 14 9 He thereby focuses on the status of their validity, not the genesis of physical theories themselves. Kant leaves no doubt that the finding, for example, of the laws of motion can be done easier by empirical investigation than by metaphysics. cf. Kant, 2004: p. 13. MFN, 4, 477. 10 The great influence of metaphysical and theological ideas on Newton's System, which I will not discuss here, becomes apparent by his early writing De Gravitatione (Newton, 2004) , the Scholion Generale of the Principia (Newton, 1999: pp. 939-944) , the Query 31 of his Opticks (Newton, 1730: pp. 350-382) and the Correspondence of his pupil Samuel Clarke with Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (Clarke, 1717) . 11 e.g. Newton, 1999 : pp. 795-796 and p. 943, and Newton, 1730 : p. 344. 12 MFN, 4, 472 (cf. as well Kant, 1929 . Even if Newton is not named, it is clear that Kant refers to him (cf. Friedman, 1992: p. 137; Pollok, 1997: p. 128) . The reference to Newton, besides other points can be seen by the characterisation of Newton's critique on metaphysics. The "fictitiously invention" for sure is a hint at Newton's "hypothesis non fingo" (Newton, 1726: p. 530) . 13 "The whole is thus an organized unity (articulatio), and not an aggregate (coacervatio). It may grow from within (per intussusception), but not by external addition (per appositionem). It is thus like an animal body, the growth of which is not by the addition of a new member, but by the rendering of member, without change of proportion, stronger and more effective for its purpose." (Kant, 1929: pp. 653-654. CpR, 833/ 861) . 14 MFN, 4, 468. 15 Kant 2004, p. 4. MFN, 4, 468. ics, in contrast, can be derived a priori. This special metaphysics is deduced from the system of pure reason by the application of general metaphysics on to the concept of matter. The a priori status of "proper science"
16 goes hand in hand with the need of its mathematization, a thought later adopted and advanced by Fries.
I assert, however, that in any special doctrine of nature, there can be only as much proper science as there is mathematics therein (Kant, 2004: p. 6) 17 .
While philosophy operates discursively, mathematics constructs concepts in intuition 18 . The concepts in natural philosophy need intuition because without a representation they are in danger to be inconsistent 19 . Natural science, according to Kant's definition, needs to have an a priori part, the underlying concepts need to be constructed a priori 20 . This a priori construction in intuition is mathematics. In contrast to physics, chemistry cannot live up to this claim. Kant writes:
So long, therefore, as there is still for chemical actions of matters on one another no concept to be discovered that can be constructed, that is, no law of the approach or withdrawal of the parts of matter can be specified according to which, perhaps in proportion to their density or the like, their motions and all the consequences thereof can be made intuitive and presented a priori in space (a demand that will only with great difficulty ever be fulfilled), then chemistry can be nothing more than a systematic art or experimental doctrine, but never a proper science, because its principles are merely empirical, and allow of no a priori presentation in intuition. Consequently, they do not in the least make the principles of chemical appearances conceivable with respect to their possibility, for they are not receptive to the application of mathematics (Kant, 2004: p. 7) 21 .
For the metaphysical foundation of physics, more precisely mechanics, the concept of matter must be determined by the categories of the Critique of Pure Reason 22 . The relation of general and special metaphysics is the following: On the one hand, a proper metaphysical foundation of science is in need of critical philosophy because it is an application of the synthetic principles of pure understanding and the categories of the Critique of Pure Reason on the fundamental concept of natural science, matter. On the other hand 23 , the Critique of Pure Reason is as well in need of the Metaphysical Foundation of Natural Science as a concrete illustration 24 . Besides this, an integration of mechanics, in the sense of Newton's Principia, into critical philosophy would be a great success for it would promote critical philosophy.
Corresponding to the four types of categories, the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science consist of four chapters. Phoronomy makes the application of mathematics possible by giving rules of the construction of moving bodies. Here matter is seen as merely punctual. Dynamics takes a look at matter as something extended. Here Kant tries to establish the two fundamental matter constituting forces of attraction and repulsion. The third chapter, named mechanics, tries to derive three fundamental laws of physics, whereby two of them can be found in Newton's Principia. And lastly, phaenomenology which transforms movement from "appearance" into "experience".
Fries Kant, 2004: p. 4. MFN, 4, 468. 17 MFN, 4, 470. 18 Kant, 1929: pp. 578-580. CpR, 716-719/744-747. 19 Not in a logical sense, since synthetic a priori can be derived only with the support of intuition (cf. Kant, 2004: pp. 191-192. CpR, 154/193) . "Now to cognize something a priori means to cognize it from its mere possibility. But the possibility of determinate natural things cannot be cognized from their mere concepts; for from these possibility of the thought (that it does not contradict itself) can certainly be cognized, but not the possibility of the object, as a natural thing that can be given outside the thought (as existing). Hence, in order to cognize the possibility of determinate natural things, and thus to cognize them a priori, it is still required that the intuition corresponding to the concept be given a priori, that is, that the concept be constructed. Now rational cognition through construction of concepts is mathematical." (Kant, 2004: p. 6. MFN, 4, 470) . 20 cf. Kant, 1929: p. 93 . CpR, 51/75. 21 Kant, 2004 : p. 7. MFN, 4, 470-471 (cf. as well Kant, 2004 . Furthermore, against the declaration of the architectonic chapter from the Critique of Pure Reason (and other documents such as Kant's letter to Schütz (Kant, 1922: p. 406) ) the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science do not deal with the metaphysical foundations of physiology as a whole, that means rational physics and psychology (cf. Kant, 1929: pp. 662-663. CpR 845-847/873-875) . The critique of the possibility of psychology as science is tied to Kant's attack on chemistry, but exceeds it. An application of mathematics to our inner sense would imply both a separation of the contents of our inner observation as well as a synthesis of its parts. This, however, is impossible according to Kant. Our inner sense cannot be demonstrated, that is why a foundation a priori is impossible and is not dealt with in the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science (cf. Kant, 2004: pp. 7-8. MFN, 4, 471) . 22 cf. Kant, 2004: pp. 10-12. MFN, 473-477. 23 The interdependency is stressed by Plaaß, 1994: pp. 211-212. 24 "It is also indeed very remarkable (but cannot be expounded in detail here) that general metaphysics, in all instances where it requires examples (intuitions) in order to provide meaning for its pure concepts of the understanding must always take them from the general doctrine of body, and thus from the form and principles of outer intuition; and, if these are not exhibited completely, it gropes uncertainly and unsteadily mere meaningless concepts." (Kant, 2004: p. 13. MFN, 4, 478) . 25 Gloy, with reference to Heidegger, 1962 and Plaaß, 1994: p. 214 points out that the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science were published 100 years after the Principia (Gloy, 1976: p. 176 , cf. as well Pollok, 1997) . Moreover, Gloy interprets the title as a polemic against the title of Newton's main work. Even though the author of this text would not go as far in his interpretation to see it as polemic, the direct reference to the Principia is obvious. This can also be seen in the Opus Postumum in which Kant speaks about Newton's main work as the "Mathematical Foundations of Natural Science" (for instance Kant, 1938: p. 161 . OP, 161. cf. Pollok, 1997: p. XXXIX) . 26 Newton is named more than every other person in the text and nearly as often as all other persons combined. 27 Newton's second law is missing in the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science (the change of motion is proportional to the impressed force). Instead, Kant formulated the conservation of the quantity of matter (Kant, 2004: p. 76. MFN, 4, 537) . Concerning an exposure of different interpretations for this noticeable variance cf. Pulte, 2005: pp. 233-236 and Bonsiepen 1997: pp. 86-87. different modalities of motion, whereby the different denotations are adopt from the scholion about time, space, place and motion from the Principia. The revision of fundamental Newtonian concepts shall here be shown by a look at Kant's dynamics, the chapter whose extension by Fries has crucial meaning to his accommodation of chemistry, electrostatics and magnetism. Kant's assimilation of attraction as a matter-constituting fundamental force in the dynamics can be seen as a reversion of Newton's gravity. The dynamics, like all chapters, starts with an explication:
Matter is the movable insofar as it fills a space. To fill a space is to resist every movable that strives through its motion to penetrate into a certain space (Kant, 2004: p. 33) 28 .
This resistance is the resistance against another invading body. It is possible not because of its mere existence but because of two matter constituting forces 29 . Kant explains these fundamental forces as follows:
Attractive force is the moving force by which a matter can be cause of the approach of others to it (or, what is the same, by which it resists the removal of others from it). Repulsive force is that by which a matter can be the cause of others removing themselves from it (or, what is the same, by which it resists the approach of others to it). (Kant, 2004: p. 35) 30 .
According to Kant, no other moving forces are possible. These fundamental forces are not properties of matter. Rather, they make matter as something that fills space possible.
Repulsion is a force that acts on bodies in contact. It is thereby increasing proportionally to its density (or inverse proportional to its volume). Matter can therefore never be penetrated but only compressed to any finite degree by another body 31 . Kant's dynamical conception of matter is thereby opposing a mathematical filling of space, that means an absolute impenetrability.
Apart from the force of repulsion, another fundamental force is necessary, the force of attraction. Otherwise the density of matter would decree under every arbitrary limit and matter would suspend. While the force of attraction makes the existence of matter possible, the attractive force cannot itself rely on a material medium. It is thereby attracting other bodies as action at a distance:
The attraction essential to all matter is an immediate action of matter on other matter through empty space. (Kant 2004, p. 50). 32 And:
The original attractive force, on which the very possibility of matter as such rests, extends immediately to infinity throughout the universe, from every part of matter to every other part (Kant 2004, p. 55) 33 .
This description of attraction is heavily influenced by Newton's universal law of gravitation 34 . Newton was very cautious in his statements on the nature and causes of gravity 35 . Furthermore, he saw inertia instead of gravity essential to bodies 36 . In ascribing gravity the role of a matter-constituting fundamental force and by denying the existence of an inertial force, Kant gives it the place that he believes it deserves in physics 37 . The narrowing to a metaphysical foundation of the Principia becomes thereby clear because of the denial of the possibility of other fundamental forces:
Only these two moving forces of matter can be thought. For all motion that one matter can impress on another, since in this regard each of them is considered only as a point, must always be viewed as imparted in the straight line there are only to possible motions: the one through which the two points remove themselves from one another, the second through which they approach one another. (Kant, 2004: p. 35) 38 .
So the search for the fundamental forces ends with the Meta- 28 MFN, 4, 496. 29 In his remark to the first explanation, Kant underlines that he does not mean the resistance towards a change of motion, but a resistance when the volume of a body is decreased (cf. Kant, 2004: pp. 33-34. MFN, 4, 496-497) His intention is to highlight the difference between repulsion and attraction on one side and an inertial force on the other. As Kant underlines in the third chapter, inertia means just the "lifelessness" (cf. Kant, 2004: p. 83 Kant thereby tries to connect the mathematical structure of the law of gravitation (the reverse square of the distance) with the dimension of space (The underlying mathematical argument-to put it into mathematical terms-is Gauss's theorem). Kant speculates that another arrangement of the mathematical structure by God leads to spaces with different dimension. Although Kant does not explore these ideas in his latter works, the connection between the inverse square of gravity and space can be found also in the dynamics of the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science. Kant thereby uses the three dimensions of space that are given a priori to show that an attractive force must act proportional to the inverse square of the distance. The most important pre-critical writing regarding Kant's view on gravity as a matter constituting fundamental force is his dissertation Monadologia Physica. Newton's methodology allows him to investigate the laws of nature but it cannot explain the underlying reasons for their validity. This shows the need of a reconciliation of metaphysics and physics. Kant wishes explicitly to develop a synthesis between Newton and his major rival in questions of natural philosophy: Leibniz. Kant modifies Leibniz's idea that matter is constituted by monads. The monads of a body are finite and have a sphere of effectivity. Impenetrability is the consequents of a repulsive force by which other penetrating bodies are pushed back. Besides, there must be an attractive force (otherwise the density of these bodies would endlessly decrease). Even though Kant dismisses a lot of these thoughts in his critical period (cf. Kant, 2004: p. 41. MFN, 4, 505) , the parallels to the (30 years later published) Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science are obvious. 35 Beside attraction, also repulsion can be found in Newton's Principia, even though, as Kant realizes himself, not to the same extend (cf. Carrier, 1990: p 172; Kant, 1900a: p. 242. UTH, 1, 242) . 36 For a further analysis of the relation of Kant and Newton concerning the status of gravity cf. Friedman 1990. 37 As Kant argues in the general remarks on dynamics, attraction is not gravity itself. Gravity is the force by which bodies act on each other. The attraction of bodies in contact is cohesion (Kant, 2004: p. 65. MFN, 4, 526 . This opinion goes hand in hand with Kant's view on the metaphysical fundament of science, which he considers to be complete.
There is no more to be done, or to be discovered, or to be added here, except, if need be, to improve it where it may lack in clarity or exactitude (Kant, 2007: p. 12) 40 . This opinion, as will be shown, is the essential difference between Kant and Fries.
Fries's Natural Philosophical and Mathematical Investigation in the Dynamics of the Mathematical Philosophy of Nature
This part will first provide an overview of Fries's revision of Kant's natural philosophy in general. Then it will focus on Fries's dynamics and his natural philosophical and mathematical investigations. Its aim is to highlight how Fries extended Kant's focus on mechanics. It will become clear that this prepared the ground for applying the fundamental forces on chemistry, electricity and magnetism as discussed in the final chapter.
Fries's Relation towards Kant's Philosophy
The differences in Post-Kantian philosophy accrued from the answers that were given concerning the problems of critical philosophy 41 . If I'm not mistaken, Schelling's philosopheme was removed from the application of the true mathematical method due to its radical error and could therefore appeal itself in its application to outer doctrine of nature only by the use of very undetermined general concepts (Fries, 1979: p. V).
Fries said he chose the title Mathematical Philosophy of Nature instead of merely Natural Philosophy to underline the differences to Schelling's approach and the importance of mathematics 49 to support natural philosophy 50 . Fries's Mathematical Philosophy of Nature must thereby be read as a revision of Kant's natural philosophy. Two kinds of changes can be found:
On the one hand, Fries's aim is to accomplish the Kantian foundation of Newtonian science. That means that he tries to overcome Kant's shortcomings 51 . For example: Kant used fundamental concepts of Newton's system, such as absolute space, and reinterpreted them in a completely new way. Absolute space became thereby a "mere idea" (Kant, 2004: p 54 . The following examination of this approach will concentrate on the dynamics and the conception of 39 It would therefore be impossible to introduce, for instance, something like Coulomb's law as a fundamental force (for an opposite opinion cf. for instance Plaaß, 1994: p. 328 , and the critique of this position by Carrier, 1990: p. 188) . 40 MFN, 4, 476. 41 cf. Bonsiepen, 1997: p. 14. 42 cf. Wundt, 1932: p. 140 . 43 Although I do not share Kuno Fischer's general valuation of Fries's philosophy, he is justified in emphasizing this particular antagonism (cf. Fischer, 1862). Fischer's speech has rightly been called a "funeral eulogy" on Fries's philosophy (cf. Wundt, 1932: p. 381 , for an analysis of Fischer's argumentation cf. Geldsetzer, 1999: 26-30) . Fischer tries to show that the true heirs of Kant's philosophy are Reinhold, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel, while Fries supposedly misunderstood the true nature of the a priori by introducing anthropology into Kant's philosophy (concerning a more veridical analysis of Fries's idea of anthropology and its relation to critical philosophy cf. Elsenhans, 1906: pp. 1-14, for a refutation of the accusation of psychologism cf. Sachs-Hombach, 1999). There are other reasons for the underestimation of Fries's philosophy: For one, Fries was banned from university for political reasons (e.g. his participation at the Wartburg Festival and the murder of August von Kotzebue by his pupil Ludwig Sand). Second, Fries wrote in a time when natural science emancipated itself from philosophy and became the major rational authority (cf. Pulte, 2005: p. 101 ). Fries, however, tried to highlight the necessity of an interplay between philosophy and science. This was very much against the philosophical mainstream of this time (Pulte, 1999: pp. 63-67) . Two Friesian schools developed out of Fries's philosophy. The main figure of the first was Ernst Friedrich Apelt, of the second Leonard Nelson. The reception of Fries's philosophy has increased in the last decades, probably due to the publication of the complete edition of Fries's works. 44 cf. Pulte, 1999: p. 60 . 45 The only biography of Fries was written by his son-in-law Ernst Ludwig Theodor Henke (Henke, 1937) . A biography which examines Fries in a broader historical context is still a desideratum. 46 cf. Arjomand, 1987: p. 93 . 47 For a more thorough analysis of the reasons for the comparatively poor reception of Fries see Pulte, 1999. 48 For an analysis of the antagonism between Fries and the speculative philosophy of nature see Bonsiepen, 1997 . 49 The first part of Fries's Mathematical Philosophy of Nature (more than the first half of the volume) tries to develop a philosophy of mathematics inspired by Kant. This is later applied to natural philosophy in the "pure theory of movement", which is investigated here. For an analysis of Fries's philosophy of mathematics cf. Schubring, 1999. 50 cf. Fries, 1967: pp. III-VI and for example Arjomand, 1987: pp. 95-96. 51 "Pure kinetics as an independent theory was first developed by Newton, but received a completely new clarification by Kant's metaphysical foundations of natural science. Now it depends on a happy unification of the mathematics of Newton and the philosophy of Kant." (Fries, 1979: pp. 397-398) . 52 MFN, 4, 559. For a discussion of Kant's transformation of absolute space cf. Friedman, 1992: pp. 136-164. 53 cf. Fries, 1979: pp. 422-425 and Görg, 2013. 54 This becomes clear by the full title Mathematical Philosophy of Nature, arranged by philosophical method, an approach. fundamental forces by which Fries tries to derive an a priori basis of possible matter-constituting forces. These a priori shapes of possible forces guide scientific research as heuristic maxims.
Fries's Dynamics
As shown, Kant excluded chemistry from proper science. He dealt mainly with mechanics. Electricity and magnetism are hardly dwelt upon. In fact, Coulomb published his fundamental findings on the force between two charged bodies in the year 1784. In the late 18 th century, Lavoisier developed the fundamental methods and concepts of chemistry. So the Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science where written at a time when several "experimental doctrines" (Kant, 2004: p. 7) 55 -as Kant would have called them-were still developing, while Kant wrote a priorical cementation of the "old" natural science, and thought this foundation to be complete. The Preface to Kant's Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science is therefore a paradigmatic text for the classical conception of natural science. In contrast, Fries's Mathematical Philosophy of Nature can be read as a first careful attempt to provide modernized science with a philosophical foundation 56 . Kant, polemically spoken, viewed large parts of natural science, as an appendix of philosophy, while on the contrary Fries views science as something more autonomous. This view goes hand in hand with the development and emancipation of natural science in this time 57 . For that reason, Fries enlarges the dynamics and introduces additional, merely possible, forces. Kant's "remarks" on dynamics are therefore expanded in a new chapter, under the name "stoechiology". Fries here tries to integrate chemistry into natural science by an advanced application of dynamics onto the constitution of matter.
Right at the beginning of the dynamics, Fries sketches his program. He writes:
Substance and force are representations of philosophical origin and are here linked a priori to mathematical representations of movement. So the direct method of this investigation is given to us in such a way that we combine the basic concepts in metaphysical respect with mathematical constructions. Either we know nothing about these things or in form of such a philosopheme (Fries, 1979: p. 443) .
It is clear that this is Kant's handwriting, even though there are differences between Kant's approach and Fries's revision. As shown before, Kant underlines the importance of a mathematization, through which an experimental doctrine can gain the status of properly so called natural science. Beside the metaphysical construction 58 Kant tries to demonstrate the "principles of the construction of these concepts (and thus principles of the possibility of a mathematical doctrine of nature itself) […]" (Kant, 2004: p. 9) 59 . This possibility of mathematization is enabled by the construction of movement in the phoronomy 60 . However, Kant never exceeds the principles of mathematical construction. In his Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science he nearly always avoids the use of mathematics. Fries in contrast uses mathematics as a criterion for the evaluation of possible fundamental forces. So Fries combines philosophical investigations of nature with mathematical construction.
Fries's Natural Philosophical Investigation of Possible Forces
Matter is investigated concerning its movement, whereby every change, that means an acceleration 61 , has a cause that arises from the interaction of bodies due to their fundamental forces. The simplest proportion between two points in space is a straight line. The length of this straight line can be increased or diminished. Fries concludes: Accordingly, every fundamental force is a cause of alteration of this straight line between two points. Therefore, there are two basic forms of fundamental forces, for they either diminish the distance between two points, and are thus attracting forces, or extend it, and hence are repulsive forces (Fries, 1979: p. 451 ).
So far Fries follows Kant. But since these attracting and repelling forces can be surface forces or forces that act at a distance, Fries extends Kant's types of fundamental forces from two to four 62 . Besides attraction at a distance, repulsion at a distance is possible as well. And apart from repulsion as a surface force, Fries introduces attraction as another surface force. Fries uses attraction to provide an understanding of chemical reaction, while repulsion at a distance helps him to integrate electrical interaction.
The degree to which two masses act on each can only be derived empirically. It was said before that Fries considers philosophy, mathematics and experience as necessary components of natural science. Thereby, in contrast to Kant, Fries gives more space to experience and mathematics, while the possibilities of philosophy are diminished. The equality between heavy and inert mass has to be derived empirically and is not understandable a priori.
It is indeed a matter of experience that all heavy substances of our solar system show the same degree of gravitation. Nothing whatsoever induces us to apply this sentence to the spatial universe. Who compares more precisely will surely find it impossible to establish the height of fall of 15 feet for the surface of the earth philosophically and to anticipate experience; what should appear, though, if the specified degree of force, assigned to a specific kind of mass, would be the 55 MFN, 4, [470] [471] Concerning the differences between classical and modern science cf. e.g. Diemer, 1968 . In Fries's conception of natural science and its support by natural philosophy some tendencies of the criteria of modern science by Diemer can be found. As Herrmann underlines, Fries's conception cannot be seen as the starting point of a modern understanding of natural science because of its limited influence (cf. Herrmann, 2012: pp. 54-55) . Furthermore, there are still a lot of very classical elements in Fries's system (like for instance his strict denial of atomism because of a priori metaphysical considerations). Nevertheless, it shows that Fries was aware of the changes that where going on in the conceptions of science, philosophy and their interplay. 57 For an analysis cf. Jungnickel & Mc Cormmach, 1986: pp. 34-62. 58 cf. Kant, 2004: p. 9. MFN, 4, 473. 59 MFN, 4, 473. 60 "Phoronomy is thus the pure theory of quantity (mathesis) of motions." (Kant, 2004: p. 25. MFN, 4, 489) . 61 "I understand force only as this term according to which matter is thought of as a cause of the increase or decrease of motion according to a certain law of interplay between other masses." (Fries, 1979: p. 451) . 62 The "line forces" shall be discussed later.
same for all matter (Fries, 1979: p. 453) 63 . This establishes the possibility of applying other forces that do not act proportionally to the masses they are accelerating.
Fries's Mathematical Investigation of Possible Forces
Forces have to fulfill certain mathematical conditions. For example, a force that is acting at a distance has to be continuous in every place. From this, Fries generates a mathematical investigation of possible fundamental forces. He characterises the difference between him and Kant as follows:
Kant did not consider that the construction a priori here rather belongs to pure mathematics and must be judged according to its laws. So his metaphysics arrogates too much by assigning every possible matter these two forces a priori and even specifies the degree of attraction. On the other side, it undertakes too less by misjudging the mathematical nature of this investigation (Fries, 1979: pp. 460-461) .
In this mathematical investigation, Fries analyses the effect of a globe of matter on an arbitrary chosen point in space. The force of the globe of matter has to conform to the above-mentioned conditions. A mass point would act upon another with the following force 64 :
Whereby r is the distance between the two mass points and c is a constant. Fries's aim is to investigate the different mathematical properties of the globe of material globe for different exponent's with a integer p.
Fries's Concrete Application of His Dynamical Theory on Chemical Dissolution, Coulomb's Law and Magnetism
According to Fries, a dynamical theory of matter has several advantages over atomism. One of them is that it liberates physics from the mere hypothesis of absolute hard bodies. Furthermore, it allows a deeper understanding of physical phaenomena. Fries uses Newton's theory of gravity to illustrate this. Without the dynamical theory of matter, the law of gravitation would be in danger of being an "arbitrary hypothesis" (cf. Fries, 1807: p. 213) . He elaborates on the benefits of a dynamical theory as follows:
Dynamics sides the mechanic impenetrableness of matter through compression with a chemical one, according to which matter can continuously combine itself with other matter, be heated or be run through light. Thus, we bring nearer the teaching of the forms of aggregation, of specific adhesion, of magnetism, electricity and all atmospheric processes, of chemical mixtures and decompositions and, eventually, also of the evaporation and the formation of crystals to mathematical theory (Fries, 1975: pp. 235-236) .
The following part will analyze how this advance towards a mathematical theory takes place in chemistry, electrostatics and magnetism.
Chemical Interaction through Attracting Surface Forces
With his "General Remarks to Dynamics" that conclude the second chapter of his Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science, Kant engages in concrete discussions of his time 66 . His main aim is to continue his critique of a mathematical engagement of space, i.e. atomism as represented by his contemporary Lambert. In the light of critical philosophy, the reason for Kant's attack is the second Antinomy of the Critique of Pure Reason 67 . In the dynamics he concludes:
63 cf. as well Fries' letter to Apelt from the 7.7.1834 in Fries, 1997: p. 68 . This can be illustrated by a look onto the law of gravitation. The force that acts upon a body is:
Whereby the indices 1 and 2 are labeling the bodies, while the indices i and g are labeling inert and gravitational mass. a stands for acceleration and r for the distance between these bodies. Γ is in case of the law of gravitation the gravitational constant. The acceleration upon this body is given by:
For Kant, the force by which bodies act upon each other is gravity. The equivalence of inert and gravitational mass can thus be derived a priori. That means that only the gravitational constant must be determined empirically. For Fries, in contrast, this equivalence can only be derived by experiment (cf. Herrmann, 2000: p.164-165) . The idea behind this may be that it enables us to integrate the action of charged bodies as well. 64 The author uses a different notation than Fries does in his Mathematical Philosophy of Nature. Thereby F is the force, r the distance between the investigated point and space and the middle of the globe, R the radius of the globe and p the exponent. For the law of gravitation this would mean:
and p 2 = + (4) 65 For the sake of brevity, I skip the concrete mathematical derivation here. It can be found in Fries, 1979: pp. 461-464. Matter is divisible to infinity, and, in fact, into parts such that each is matter in turn. (Kant, 2004: p. 40) 68 .
Kant declares that absolute impenetrability is a "qualitas occulta." 69 But he also has to admit that the "mathematical-mechanical mode" has its benefits with regard to his dynamical matter-conception 70 . It explains the differences between diverse kinds of matter (cooper, iron etc.). One of the main aims of the "General Remarks to Dynamics" is therefore to counteract the shortcomings of dynamics in regard to atomism. This opposition is shared by Fries. In the year 1807, Fries released a piece of writing with the meaningful title Atomism and Dynamics 71 . Fries's statement about the two distinct methods of natural science and the rank he ascribes his refutation of atomism are particularly interesting. On the one hand, there is the constitutive method. It leads, as Fries says, to a system of mathematical physics like it was given by Newton or Laplace 72 . On the other hand, rational inductions are made by means of heuristic maxims. The question whether or not matter is constructed out of atoms or dynamically is settled by the constitutive method. In Fries opinion, and here he follows Kant, it can be shown beyond all doubts that indivisible matter does not exist and that chemistry based on atomism relies on an empty concept. The question of how chemical reaction takes place is yet unanswered by constitutive theory. Fries's aim is to use the fundamental forces as guiding heuristic maxims to incorporate chemistry into mathematical physics. This approach will be analyzed in the following.
Right in the first paragraph of the dynamics he declares that the question whether matter is constituted by atoms cannot be answered by experience but only by an a priori investigation 73 . That Fries, in difference to Kant, raises this question right at the beginning of the chapter can be seen as an increase of pressure from empirical science and atomism. The reason why Fries as well as Kant stick to a dynamic theory of matter is that absolute hard bodies presume an infinite resisting force in case of collision. This mathematical argument is supported by metaphysical arguments. Empty space in which atoms move can never be part of experience because we experience space just because of the matter that fulfills it. Space is the mere form of our outer experience 74 . Furthermore, metaphysics shows that the never ending divisibility of space goes hand in hand with the divisibility of matter.
In his aim to extend Kant's Metaphysical Foundation of Natural Science, Fries's includes two additional chapters: "Stoechiology" and "morphology". The first applies the before derived possible forces to the structure of matter and its interaction. This must be read as an extension of Kant's "General Remarks to Dynamics", for Fries deals with aspects of natural science which have not been dealt by Kant. Substances are differing from each other not because they are build out of different assembles of one underlying substance. This would be the kind of atomism Newton has in mind:
According to the atomistic opinion, all matter should be made of one kind of substance and just differ by the mechanical proportion of composition. Even Newton considers this (Cor. 2. Prop. 6. Lib. 3. Princip. Phil. Nat.) to be evident (Fries, 1979: p. 541) 75 .
The different kinds of matter can therefore be distinct only because of the combination of inherent forces 76 . Fries draws on a larger pool of inherent forces to explain these differences. Like Kant, he distinguishes between mechanical and chemical interaction. If two masses interact mechanically, they interact by impact. Thereby, the bodies cannot invade each other because of the force of repulsion. In the collision of two bodies, the volume of the bodies can be diminished but never become zero. So fare Fries does follow Kant 77 .
Kant thought of chemical interaction in the following way:
This chemical influence is called dissolution, insofar as it has the separation of the parts of a matter as its effect. (Kant, 2004: p. 69) 78 .
As Kant realizes, this separation of parts leads to several problems. If dissolution is thought of as the separation of parts of two substances till they both engage one and the same space, it includes a "completed division to infinity" (Kant, 2004: p. 70) 79 . Completed division to infinity was what Kant opposed in his antinomies. Kant tries to "rescue" the argument by saying that the dissolution happens in finite time because the separation accelerates if the parts of matter become smaller. That means that the sequence of partings is infinite but the time in which this partings take place is finite. Nevertheless, dissolution stays something "inconceivable":
The inconceivability of such a chemical penetration of two matters is to be attributed to the inconceivability of dividing any such continuum in general to infinity (Kant, 2004: p. 70) 80 .
Fries believes that Kant is hoodwinked by atomism. Chemical interaction should not be explained by the division, but rather by the invasion of bodies into each other by the action of attractive surface forces 81 . If masses dissolute by chemical in-68 MFN, 4, 503. 69 Kant, 2004: p. 46. MFN, 4, 502. 70 "And here the mathematical-mechanical mode of explanation has an advantage over the metaphysical-dynamical [mode], which cannot be wrested from it, namely, that of generating from a thoroughly homogeneous material a great specific variety of matters, which vary both in density and (if foreign forces are added) mode of action, through the varying shape of the parts and the empty interstices interspersed among them." (Kant, 2004: p. 63. MFN, 4, 524-525) . 71 He thereby opposes not only atomism but also Schelling's complete reduction of matter to forces. 72 Fries, 1975: pp. 223-224. 73 "On calls extension and impenetrability primary general properties of matter and often claims that experience teaches that all matter is impenetrable and even that there are empty gaps between its impenetrable parts. But the debate on how we should conceptualize this impenetrability and the different kinds of density is a philosophical-mathematical one and cannot be solved by experience." (Fries, 1979: p. 444) . 74 Fries, 1979: p. 450. 75 Whereas Kant does not reject Newton's atomism, Fries does explicitly criticize Newton. 76 "[…] [O]ne can only take two paths in this connection: the mechanical, by combination of the absolutely full with the absolutely empty, and an opposing dynamical path, by mere variety in combining the original forces of repulsion and attraction to explain all differences of matters (Kant, 2004 : pp. 71-72. MFN, 4, 532. cf. Fries, 1979 . 77 Kant, 2004: p. 69. MFN, 4, 530. 78 MFN, 4, 530. 79 MFN, 4, 531. 80 MFN, 4, 531. 81 "The dissolution results in the mixture of matter, which we ought to distinguish from the mechanical mix of unequal parts. As for the mixture, we cannot assume that the different parts of matter are arranged in small compounds of equal size. Rather, we assume that they jointly engage the same space. According to atomistic physics, such would not even occur." (Fries, 1974: pp. 60-61) .
teraction, they invade each other (which is impossible from Kant's point of view). This is possible because they are pulled into each other due to the attracting surface force 82 . This attraction as surface force thereby solves the problem of chemical interaction in Kant's philosophy: Although Kant realized the possibility of such dissolution, was guided by the atomistic prejudice to construct the dissolution as mixture that could be become ever more subtle; he doubt that real dissolution appears in nature and holds it to be indecomposable (Fries, 1979: pp. 551-552) .
Given the increasing success of atomism in the nineteenth century, Fries extension of Kant's dynamical theory can, somehow, be seen as a dead end. Fries himself considered his approach to integrate chemistry into dynamics as mistaken:
Regardless of the warnings Kant issues in the preface to his Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Philosophy, I always entertained the hope of developing the mathematical-philosophical teachings of his dynamics further to eventually apply it on chemical forces as well. I struggled a lot and for a long time, but with little success (Henke, 1937: p. 49) 83 .
But still, Fries's theory of dissolution closes a gap in Kant's dynamical theory of matter.
Electricity as Repulsive Action at a Distance and Magnetism as "Line Force"
To understand the form of the electrostatic interaction, it is necessary to understand the mathematical form of the force in question. Fries talks about this in his "Mathematical investigations of the dynamics". In this case p = +2 like in the case of the law of gravitation or Coulomb's law. This leads to:
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Fries then introduces two fundamentally different kinds of matter that differ from each other because of the inherent forces that act at a distance: Therefore, two kinds of matter or substances have to be distinguished, heavy, weighable (ponderable) substances and luminous fluids, light substances (Fries, 1979: p. 546 ).
Heavy substance is characterized by the fact that both, attraction as action at a distance (inversely proportional to the square) and repulsion as surface-force, are inherent to it. That means that they are acting in accordance to the law of gravitation, and the law of Mariotte. As mentioned before, the force of gravitation is not necessarily proportional to the inert mass of the bodies (Fries even ponders the possibility of a negative attraction of heavy matters onto each other).
The force of electrostatics differs from gravity not because of its mathematical form but because of its substance. While gravity acts between heavy matters, Fries introduces another type of substance, "luminous fluids". He explains:
Eventually, a mass is called luminously fluid if its movement is mainly determined by inherent, pervading forces of repulsion (Fries, 1979: p. 546 ).
Fries differentiates between two types of "electricity", i.e. two types of luminous fluids 84 . Towards a fluid of the same kind it acts with a repulsive force proportional to the square of the distance. The different kinds of the luminous fluid attract each other proportional to the square of the distance. The electrical fluids act upon each other only at a distance, not by contactforces. If the fluids are mixed 85 in equal parts, the forces of repulsion and attraction compensate each other. Fries calls this connection the fluid indifferent electricity 86 . This, however, must be rated as a far-reaching mistake by Fries, for he underestimated the experiment of Oersted 87 . Fries's aim was to build a connection between the theories of heat, light and electricity while Oersted linked electricity and magnetism 88 . Concerning the scientific status of magnetism compared with electricity Fries writes:
It is true that all our theoretical views on the nature of electricity remain insufficient. This, however, applies all the more to our accounts of magnetism (Fries, 1974: p. 113 ).
Fries wants to remove this derivative by "line forces". His theoretical account of magnetism is thereby much more complex and complicated. He concedes that most of his account is hypothetical at best. Considering natural philosophy it can be claimed that action at a distance is antiproportional to the square of the distance (~1/r 2 ) and that a surface force acts antiproportional to the volume (~1/r 3 ) occupied by a body. Analogously, one can assume another kind of force, "Linienkräfte", that act antiproportionally to the distance (~1/r). Fries writes:
The natural-philosophical analogy obviously leads to this precondition and will demand that they be effective according to the law of their diffusion with inverse proportion to the distance (Fries, 1979: p. 459 ).
According to this theory, Fries tries to supply magnetism 82 "An application of mathematics on parts of chemistry is thereby what can give chemistry the status of a proper science. This is made possible by the attractive surface forces that form the basic relation of chemical substances. Apart from external pressure, attracting, and maybe also repelling, surface forces are fundamental for all chemical interactions of matter." (Fries, 1974: p. 62) . 83 For a further evaluation of Fries's intensive approach on chemistry cf. König & Geldsetzer, 1975: pp. VII-XXV. 84 Fries thus supports Symmer's hypothesis of two fluids and argues against Franklin's assumption of just one fluid. He points out that Symmer's theory explains the repulsive force between two negative charged conductors (cf. Fries, 1826: pp. 472-473; Herrmann, 2000: pp. 179-180) . 85 These mixed electrical fluids act on each other only at distance. Hence, the decomposition of these fluids would be easy if they touch a surface that acts with different surface forces on the electrical fluids. Furthermore, Fries tries to explain the difference between a conducting and a non-conducting medium by their repulsion at contact with these electrical fluids. 86 The indifferent electricity is a "heat substance" ("Wärmestoff", cf. Fries, 1979: p. 560 ). 87 cf. Herrmann, 2000: p. 187. 88 While it seemingly supports Schelling's dynamical theory.
with an underlying heuristic maxim that supports rational induction. At the end of the dynamics, Fries continues with his investigation of "line forces" in a mathematical way. Important is that it is not his aim to show how the phenomena of magnetism functions, but to facilitate experimental investigation:
Finally, I must add a remark on the above-mentioned line forces, about which I do not know whether they could reveal useable consequences. Apart from those fundamental forces which act with inverse proportion to the square of the distance, mathematical theory shows us that also forces which act in the inverse proportion of the distance are possible. According to natural philosophy, this is the proportion of extension in a straight line; hence, we must presume a force that acts just in one direction, which could be called line force (Fries, 1979: p. 493 ).
The ensuing mathematical discussion shall, in parts, be reconstructed here. First of all, Fries introduces the "line force" as a force that acts proportional to the reciprocal distance. It thereby attracts in one direction and repels to into the other. Fries designates these poles with + and −. If the force is acting beside the poles, just a part of the force is affecting. 
This can be illustrated as follows (Figure 2 ): As he did with regard to the other forces, Fries also investigates this type of force mathematically. In contrast to these other forces, the line forces are functions of an angle 89 . If a body would possess such line forces, and a row of them would be polarized other rows would accrue with the same direction. If the line forces of, say, a globe were all adjusted to the same direction, they would, as Fries shows, act according to the force: 
If the radius of the globe would be increased, the force would increase as well. This means that line forces act at a distance, not by contact. From this theoretical explanation, Fries concludes several properties of lodestone:
A mass which posses these forces in its parts would allow different states of polarization and depolarization. It would be polarized if the axes of its smallest parts were organized in one direction and depolarized if these axes were scattered without arrangement in all directions. In a depolarized state, the whole mass would show no line force because the action of the different parts would eliminate each other, whereas in a polarized state, the whole mass would have attracting and repelling poles like a magnet and between that a point of indifference. But since these forces disappear in contact, a depolarized mass would not polarize itself. Rather, its polarization would need outer inducement, e.g. through the attraction and repulsion of another, already polarized mass. It would behave like the magnetized iron, at the sweep of the magnet. It could be depolarized again through intense inner concussions or irregular movements of its small parts (Fries, 1979: p. 497 ).
Fries concludes further that line forces could explain properties of the crystallisation of matter 90 : In doing so, he fills the gap in Kantian philosophy on how to explain the different types of matter:
The greatest variety of specific diversities among substances may be constructible by the line forces, by which we find reasons of explanation for specific configuration, in case hypotheses of this kind are valid at all (Fries, 1979: p. 547 ).
Conclusion
Kant's Metaphysical Foundations of Natural Science is closely linked to the dominant research field of physics of his time, mechanics. An application of his natural philosophy on many scientific achievements that accrued after Kant is therefore difficult. Fries relates Kant's natural philosophy to the latest scientific developments and tries to support them by his investigations. His Mathematical Philosophy of Nature can therefore be understood as a linkage between Kant's natural philosophy and the changing in the conception of natural sciences. The inclusion of a revised chemical interaction, electrostatics and magnetism by an extended and more elaborated dynamics shows how he tried to concretely apply his natural philosophy to the natural sciences of his time. Even if these theoretical explanations are outmoded today, they can give stimuli on how a revised extension of Kant's natural philosophy could be possible. Further investigations could therefore try to build a link between Fries's revision of the Kantian approach and the actual debate about a relativised a priori 91 .
